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Abstract: A variety of forms of connection in precast reinforced concrete (PC) have been proposed,
but the impact of the connection forms on the shear wall remains to be studied. In this paper,
through quasi-static experiments and numerical simulations, the influences of a new form of bolted
connection on the mechanical behaviors of the PC shear wall are investigated. The results show that
the strain of the connector is less than the yield strain and the failure does not occur in the connector;
the mechanical behaviors of this connection form of the PC shear wall are equivalent to those of the
cast-in-place reinforced concrete (RC) shear wall. Meanwhile, reasonable suggestions are put forward
for the design of the connector from the pretightening force, bolt number, and axial compression ratio.
This implies that this form of bolted connection has little influence on the mechanical behaviors of
the PC shear wall and design suggestions can be used in practical projects.
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1. Introduction

RC structure has been widely applied in the construction industry due to the easy availability
of building materials, advanced mechanical properties, and huge economic benefits. However,
RC structure does have its disadvantages, such as the large consumption of building materials,
huge amount of building waste, heavy pollution, high labor intensity, low degree of industrialization,
and so on [1]. Apparently, it does not conform to the national policy of "Saving Resources and
Protecting the Environment" and "Building a Resource-saving, Environmentally Friendly Society
and Adhering to the Road of Sustainable Development". Compared with the RC structure, the PC
structure has many advantages [2], e.g., high-quality components, fast construction, energy saving,
pollution reduction, and low disturbance to the residency. Therefore, the PC structure is one of the key
structure types advocated by the Chinese government.

For the PC shear wall structure, connection is the key [3,4]. According to research conducted both
at home and abroad, the forms of connection can be categorized into two main types: wet connection
and dry connection. At the same time, the effects of the connection and assembling zone on the
shear wall have also been studied, since they are likely to affect the mechanical behaviors of the wall.
For example, Dhanasekar et al. [5] thought that shear walls with different strengths of materials may
result in unexpected failure modes, and they emphasized the importance of ensuring compatible
material properties.

Wet connection mainly includes sleeve grouting connection [6–9] and lap connection [10–14].
Tullini [15] and Wu [16] studied the influence of sleeve grouting connection on shear walls. The test
results show that this type of wall exhibits ductile and stable hysteretic behaviors; furthermore,
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the effectiveness of sleeve-mortar connections in load transfer is also validated. Liu [17] carried out
a quasi-static test on the shear wall with sleeve grouting. The test shows that the sleeve connection is
very sensitive to the grouting quality, which can affect the performance of the assembling zone.
Qian et al. [18] thought that full pouring is difficult to conduct in the interface of the connector,
and horizontal gaps may form in the assembling zone. As a result of this, the ductility and energy
dissipation capacity of the structure are reduced. Wang et al. [19] studied the influence of banded and
lapped connection on shear walls. The test shows that when the connector is located at the upper part
of the wall, the mechanical behaviors of the PC wall and the RC wall are basically the same; but when
the connector is located at the bottom of the wall, the wall is prone to severe damage because the
load is the largest at the bottom and the connector is unbearable. In summary, the stress of vertical
rebars can be effectively transmitted with the wet connection form. However, it is undeniable that
this kind of connection is complex in structure and technique intensive. These shortcomings may
somehow compromise the advantages of the PC structure, and make the quality of the connection
difficult to guarantee.

Dry connection mainly includes prestressed connection [20–25], welded connection [26–28],
bolted connection [29–31], and anchor connection [32,33]. Lago et al. [34] considered that if dry
connection is correctly designed, the wall may still enjoy a good seismic performance. Kurama [35]
studied the influence of unbonded post-tensioned prestressed connection on shear walls. The test
shows that the strength and initial stiffness of the PC wall are basically equivalent to those of the RC
wall, but the energy dissipation capacity looks inferior. Bora et al. [36] used the bolts to connect the
PC wall and the ground beam. The result shows that the PC wall with bolts boasts a good ductility
and energy dissipation capacity under an earthquake load. Ozturan et al. [37] studied the influence of
various forms of connection on shear walls, including welded connection, bolted connection, and so
on. The results show that the seismic performance of bolted connection is better than that of other
connections, but still lower than the RC connection. Dhanasekar et al. [38,39] studied the influence of
bolt looseness on structures. It is common that bolts loosen over a period of time, and this phenomenon
may cause the out-of-plane rotation of tall shear walls. Song et al. [40–43] monitored the phenomenon
of bolts looseness and found it common in the structures with bolted connection. In summary,
the present PC shear wall with dry connection cannot achieve the same seismic performance as the RC
shear wall. It is still necessary to improve the connector and pay close attention to its influence on the
mechanical behaviors of the wall.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the influence of a patented bolted connector
(by Jiang et al. [44]) on the mechanical behaviors of the PC shear wall and conclude with suggestions
for the revision of this form of connector. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the connector designed and patented by Jiang et al., the preparation of specimens, and the
results of quasi-static experiments. A numerical model is developed and the corresponding parametric
analyses are performed in Section 3. Section 4 includes the conclusive remarks.

2. Quasi-Static Experiment

2.1. Specimens Preparation

Two half-scale specimens are prepared, including one RC shear wall and one PC shear wall.
The strength grades of concrete and rebars are C40 and HRB400, respectively. The mechanical
properties of the concrete, rebars, and steel plate are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 1
shows the dimension and rebars of specimens.

In the connection area, steel plates of Q235 are used to produce a pair of connectors with 14 holes of
20 mm in diameter. The connectors connect the upper and lower walls by means of bolts. Through the
welding between the vertical rebars and the inner side of the connector, the reliable connection between
the two parts can be achieved. Beside the central precast part, the columns are cast-in-place reinforced
concrete. Figure 2 shows the design of the connector.
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Table 1. Material properties of concrete.

Specimen Wall Strength
(MPa)

Wall Limb
Strength (MPa)

Ground Beam
Strength (MPa)

Elastic Modulus
(104 MPa)

RC (cast-in-place reinforced
concrete) 32.7 32.7 32.7 3.07

PC (precast reinforced
concrete) 32.7 38.5 32.7 3.07

Table 2. Material properties of rebars and steel plate.

Type Yield Strength (MPa) Ultimate Strength (MPa) Elastic Modulus (105 MPa)

Φ6 303.04 402.69 1.61
Φ8 415.94 680.01 2.02
Φ10 425.32 547.56 1.81

Q235 239.09 345.85 1.95

2.2. Test Setup and Loading Program

A quasi-static test of horizontal cyclic loads under constant axial pressure is conducted. In the
experiment, the axial compression ratio is set to 0.2. The axial compression ratio is calculated by
Equation (1). Figure 3 shows the test setup of the specimens. The vertical load is applied to the
specimens by a 500 kN hydraulic jack, and the horizontal cyclic load is applied by a 500 kN MTS
actuator. According to the Code for Seismic Test of Buildings [45], the horizontal load is controlled by
displacement. Before the specimen yields, the amplitude of the applied horizontal cyclic displacement
is gradually increased, such as 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 3.5 mm, 4 mm, 4.5 mm, and 5 mm. The specimen
yields when the displacement reaches 5 mm. After that, the amplitude of the applied horizontal cyclic
displacement is increased by multiples of the yield displacement, such as 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm,
25 mm, 30 mm, and 35 mm, until the longitudinal rebars at the bottom edge of the wall are broken,
marking the failure of the specimen. The loading protocol is shown in Figure 4.

During the test, the horizontal force and horizontal displacement at the loading point are measured
by a force sensor and displacement sensor in the MTS actuator. The slipping movement of the connector
in the test is measured by two displacement transducers, i.e., linear variable differential transformers
(LVDTs), placed on both left and right sides of the connector, as shown in Figure 5. In addition,
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the strains of the connector are measured by strain gauges placed on the bottom side of the bolt holes,
and the details are shown in Figure 6.

n =
N

fc A
(1)

where n is the axial compression ratio; N is the vertical axial load; fc is the design value of the axial
compressive strength of concrete; and A is the concrete compressive area.
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2.3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 7 shows the crack patterns and failure modes. The crack development and failure mode of
the PC specimen are basically the same as those of the RC specimen. The cracks are mainly bending
cracks, which are horizontal at the edge of the wall; the failure modes are bending failure modes,
which means that the longitudinal rebars at the bottom edge of the wall are likely to break. In summary,
there is no obvious deformation and slip at the interface of the connector and the connector has little
effect on the wall of the test phenomenon.
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2.3.1. Slip

Slipping is inevitable with a bolted connection. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor and analyze
the slip. Taking UZ1 (see in Figure 5) as an example, it is shown in Figure 8 that no slip occurs out
of extrusion on the compression side of the connector. However, due to the lifting, slip occurs on the
tension side of the connector. From Figure 8, it is seen that the maximum of slip is approximately
3 mm for the PC specimen; after the displacement amounts to 20 mm, the slip stops developing due
to the contact between bolts and bolt holes, but the magnitude of slip remains unchanged, and can
thus be depicted as horizontal lines on the curves. Furthermore, since the diameter of the bolt and
the bolt hole are 20 mm and 18 mm, respectively, the magnitude of slip should be 2 mm, theoretically.
However, the actual slip is greater than 2 mm due to the presence of the initial gap between the upper
and lower connectors and the eccentric location of the bolts.

Through the analysis in Section 2.3.3, it can be seen that the slip hardly influences the performance
of the PC specimen, while the ultimate displacement and ductility of the PC specimen are improved
because of the slip.
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2.3.2. Strain

Figure 9 shows the connector strain-displacement curves of the PC specimen, and the location of
the relevant strain gauge is shown at the top right corner of the picture. It can be seen from Figure 9 that
the maximum of strain is in the range of [−600µε, 200µε]. Thus, it is concluded that the connector will
not fail, which is matched with the failure mode shown in Figure 7, due to the fact that the maximum
of strain never reaches the yield strain (2000µε).

2.3.3. Seismic Performance of the PC Specimen

In order to study the influence of the connector on the PC specimen, the seismic performance of
the PC specimen needs to be analyzed and compared with that of the RC specimen. Figures 10–13
and Table 3 show the force-displacement curves, the secant stiffness curves calculated by Equation (2),
the equivalent viscous damping coefficient curves calculated by Equation (3), and the displacement
ductility coefficients calculated by Equation (4). We can see that: (1) the hysteresis loop of the
PC specimen is more plump than that of the RC specimen (see Figure 10); (2) after the maximal
load is reached, the load of the PC specimen drops more slowly than that of the RC specimen
(see Figure 11); (3) the stiffness of the PC specimen is almost the same as that of the RC specimen
(see Figure 12); and (4) the ductility coefficient (see Table 3) and the equivalent viscous damping
coefficient (see Figure 13) of the PC specimen are larger than those of the RC specimen. Meanwhile,
the ductility coefficient and the equivalent viscous damping coefficient of the PC specimen are greater
than 4 and 0.1, respectively. These are measured by Guo [46], since the limits are not specified in the
Code for Seismic Test of Buildings [45].

K =
F
∆

(2)

where K is the secant stiffness; F is the peak load for the first loading cycle; and ∆ is the peak
displacement for the first loading cycle.

he =
1

2π

SDAB + SBCD
SOBE + SODF

(3)

where he is the equivalent viscous damping coefficient; SDAB + SBCD is the dissipated energy in
a loading cycle on the hysteresis curve; and SOBE + SODF is the energy absorbed by a linear elastic body
equivalent to the specimen, defined as the areas surrounded by the triangles OBE and ODF.

µ =
∆u

∆y
(4)

where µ is the ductility coefficient; ∆µ is the ultimate displacement; and ∆y is the yield displacement.
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Table 3. Displacement ductility coefficient.

Specimen δy/mm δu/mm µ

RC
5.7 27.1 4.7
−5.3 −29.0 5.4

PC
5.0 34.7 6.9
−4.7 −34.7 7.3

In summary, the seismic performance of the PC specimen is close to that of the RC specimen,
which implies that the connector has little influence on the seismic performance of the PC specimen.

3. Numerical Simulation Analysis

3.1. Numerical Model

In order to conduct further parametric analysis, a numerical simulation model for the PC shear
wall is developed using ABAQUS software.

Due to the fact that the solid element is easy to set up and understand, this paper uses a solid
element instead of a shell element, despite the fact that a shell element has a better computational
efficiency than a solid element [47]. Specifically, concrete, steel, and bolt are simulated using
a three-dimensional (3D) stress solid element (C3D8R). In addition, rebars are simulated using
a two-dimensional (2D) truss element (T3D2). In terms of a constitutive model, the concrete damage
plasticity model provided by ABAQUS is used as a stress-strain model to define concrete. Furthermore,
the tension and the compression stress-strain curves are determined according to the Code for Design
of Concrete Structures [48]. Additionally, the damage parameters are calculated according to the
formulas proposed by Song et al [49]. In addition, the bilinear kinematic hardening model is used
as a stress-strain model to simulate steel, rebars, and bolt, which includes an elastic stage and
a strengthening stage. Furthermore, the modulus magnitude of the strengthening stage is 1% of
that of the elastic stage.

In the assembling zone, the contacts in the model are mainly between the upper and lower parts
of a pair of connectors, and the connectors and bolts. In this paper, normal contact is defined as “hard”
contact, while tangential contact is “penalty” contact, whose friction coefficient is 0.3. Embedded region
constraint is used for rebars and concrete, whereas “tie” constraint is used between rebars and the
connector, as well as concrete and the connector.
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To simulate loading, a fixed constraint is used for the bottom of the foundation beam
(see Figure 14). The axial load is applied as a uniform load on the top of the loaded beam (Figure 14).
The cyclic horizontal load is applied to the side of the loaded beam according to the loading procedure.
Three steps are required to set the bolt load [50,51]. In the first step, the temporary boundary
conditions of bolts are defined, and “Apply Force” of 10 N is applied to bolts. In the second step,
temporary boundary conditions are removed and “Apply Force” is modified to 30 kN. In the third
step, the bolt loads are defined as “Fix at Current Length”.

3.2. Model Validation

Based on the above modeling approach, a numerical model is established to simulate the PC
specimen (see Figure 14). Hysteretic curves and skeleton curves of both the simulation and the
experiment are shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively, for comparison.
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It is shown in Figures 15 and 16 that the simulation and experimental results share similar curves.
Specifically, the peak load of the experiment is 244.6 kN and the corresponding displacement is
19.2 mm, whereas the peak load of the simulation is 251.9 kN and the corresponding displacement
is 19.9 mm. In other words, the peak load and the corresponding displacement of the simulation are
slightly higher than those of the experiment, and the values for the simulation and experiment are
2.9% and 3.6% at the highest, respectively. The error meets the requirements of practical engineering.
Therefore, the numerical model developed for the PC shear wall can be used for parameter analysis.

Figures 17 and 18 show the stress cloud diagrams of the connector and the bolts. It is noted that
the welding area of the connector and rebars and the bolt holes yielded, when it reaches the maximum
stress of 254 MPa (the yield stress is 235 MPa). However, the other areas of the connector are in the
elastic stage. As for bolts, the maximum stress is 607 MPa, which appears in the outermost bolts.
Since the yield stress of bolts is 640 MPa, all the bolts are in the elastic stage. The result is consistent
with the test result described in Section 2.3.2.
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3.3. Parametric Analyses

Since experiments were only conducted on a limited number of specimens on account of the cost
and test conditions, parametric analyses were carried out using a validated numerical model instead
to further study the connector and improve the existing designs.

3.3.1. Pretightening Force

Different pretightening forces cause different friction forces for the connector, which may in turn
affect the slip of the connector. Therefore, the models with different pretightening forces are analyzed in
this section. The change of pretightening force is achieved by modifying the "Apply Force" (see Table 4).
Through numerical analyses, the force-displacement curves and slip-displacement curves are shown
in Figures 19 and 20. In Figure 19, the initial slip of A1–A4 occurs at the horizontal displacement of
1.03 mm, 1.38 mm, 1.73 mm, and 2.00 mm, respectively. In addition, the slip magnitudes of A1–A4 are
2.00 mm, 2.00 mm, 0.97 mm, and 0.16 mm, respectively. It is worth noting that the initial slip will be
delayed, and the slip magnitude will decrease, with an increase of the pretightening force. In Figure 20,
the stiffnesses of A1–A4 decrease by 70.0%, 66.1%, 57.9%, and 55.2% from the start of slip to the end
of slip, respectively. It implies that the stiffness degradation occurs during the slip and the stiffness
decreases with the increase of the pretightening force.

In summary, it is necessary to increase the pretightening force, and high strength bolts can be
used for this purpose.

Table 4. Pretightening force.

Model A1 A2 A3 A4

Pretightening force (kN) 0 30 60 90Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 19 
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3.3.2. Number of Bolts

Under the premise of ensuring the safety of the specimen, it is necessary to determine the most
economical and reasonable number of bolts. On the basis of the numerical model in Section 3.2,
the changes of the number of bolts are achieved by deleting bolts in different locations. According
to Chinese Standard GB50017-2003 [52], the maximum distance between bolts in this paper is
192 mm. The specific number of bolts is shown in Table 5. Through the numerical analyses,
the force-displacement curves and slip-displacement curves are shown in Figures 21 and 22,
respectively. In Figure 21, the initial slips of B1–B5 all occur at the horizontal displacement of 1.38 mm,
and the end slips occur at the horizontal displacement of 11.8 mm, 11.2 mm, 10.5 mm, 10.5 mm,
and 9.4 mm, respectively. This means that the slip of the model is not sensitive to the number of
bolts. In Figure 22, the stiffnesses of B1–B5 decrease by 69.4%, 70.1%, 70.6%, 70.8%, and 71.3% from
the start of slip to the end of slip, respectively. Although a reduction of bolts can cause the stiffness
degradation to become greater, the stiffness degradation ratios are approximations only. It is concluded
that the changes of the number of bolts have little effect on the slip when the number of bolts meets
the earthquake-resistant detail requirement and transmitted force need. In other words, in designing
a connector for the PC shear wall, when the number of bolts is satisfied with the detail requirement
and transmitted force need, the number of bolts can be reduced.

Table 5. Number and arrangement of bolts.

Model B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

Bolt number 14 12 10 10 8

Bolt arrangement
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3.3.3. Axial Compression Ratio

The axial compression ratio is an important parameter in structural design, which not only affects
the ultimate load and ductility, but may also affect the slip. Therefore, it is necessary to determine
an appropriate axial compression ratio. The change of axial compression ratio is achieved by modifying
the axial pressure, which is applied to the top of the loaded beam (see Table 6). Through the numerical
analyses, the force-displacement curves and slip-displacement curves are shown in Figures 23 and 24.
It can be seen from Figure 23 that the initial slips of C1–C6 occur at the horizontal displacement of
0.68 mm, 1.03 mm, 1.38 mm, 1.73 mm, and 2.08 mm, 2.34 mm, respectively. This means that the
initial slip will be delayed with the increase of the axial compression ratio. In Figure 24, the ultimate
loads of C1–C6 are 175.1 kN, 208.6 kN, 237.5 kN, 262.8 kN, 286.4 kN, and 307.1 kN, respectively. It is
worth noting that the ultimate loads of the model are obviously enhanced with the increase of the
axial compression ratio. However, when the loads reach the peak, the descent of load becomes faster
with the increase of the axial compression ratio. In addition, the ductility coefficient of the specimen,
calculated by Equation (4), declines with the increase of the axial compression ratio (see Table 7).
Therefore, it is concluded that the axial compression ratio has a remarkably significant effect on the
force-displacement curve.
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It is worth noting that Guo [46] suggests that the ductility coefficient of the shear wall in
a reinforced concrete structure should be greater than 4, and the minimum ductility coefficient
(the axial compression ratio is 0.5) in this study is also greater than 4. Moreover, as suggested in
the Code for Seismic Design of Buildings [53], the limiting value (minimum value) of the ductility
coefficient of the shear wall is 0.5 for cast-in place reinforced concrete. Thus, by studying comparatively,
this paper recommends that designers set the axial compression ratio to 0.5 for similar shear walls,
i.e., a precast reinforced concrete structure. Of course, when the axial compression ratio is less than 0.5,
the mechanical behaviors of the PC shear wall can also satisfy the safety requirement.

Table 6. Axial compression ratio.

Model C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Axial pressure ratio 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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4. Conclusions

On the basis of the experimental and numerical analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The strain of the connector is less than the yield strain and the failure does not occur in the

connector. The mechanical behaviors of the PC shear wall with this form of bolted connection, such as
ductility, stiffness, and energy dissipation capacity, can satisfy the requirements of the equivalent RC
shear wall.

(2) This form of bolted connection has little influence on the overall mechanical behaviors of the
PC shear wall, thus, it can be used in practical design.

(3) By means of numerical analyses, some reasonable suggestions are made for the design of the
connector. In practical design, (a) it is suggested that high strength bolts with a high pretightening
force should be adopted to reduce the value of slip; (b) the number of bolts can be reduced on the basis
of earthquake-resistant detailed requirement and transmitted force need; (c) the axial compression
ratio can be set to 0.5 in this form of the PC shear wall, which also meets the Code for Seismic Design
of Buildings [53] about cast-in place shear walls.
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